Fitting distributions of travel-time in vehicle traffic is an important application of spatio-temporal data mining. While regression methods to forecast the expected travel-time are standard approaches of travel-time prediction, we need to estimate distributions of the travel-time when using stateof-the-art risk-sensitive route recommendation systems. The authors introduce a novel nonparametric density estimator of travel-time for each road or link. The new estimator consists of basis functions modeled as mixtures of gamma or log-normal density functions, a sparse link similarity matrix given as an approximate diffusion kernel on a link connectivity graph, and importance weights for each link. Unlike the existing nonparametric methods that are computationally intensive, the new estimator is stably applicable to large datasets, because the basis functions and the importance weights are globally optimized with a fast convex clustering algorithm. Experimental results using real probe-car datasets show advantages of the new nonparametric estimator over parametric regression methods.
Introduction.
Automobile drivers are heterogeneous in that they tend to take different routes from a common origin to a common destination [24, 31, 25] . This heterogeneity partly stems from two facts about the distribution of travel time. First, drivers select their routes based not only on the expected travel time but also on the variability or distribution of the travel time [17] . Second, the sensitivity to the risk associated with the travel time depends on particular drivers [29, 3] . The effectiveness of traffic services such as personalized route recommendation [22] , traffic simulation [19, 1] , and road pricing [26, 30] heavily relies on how well we can model such drivers' heterogeneity.
To model and simulate vehicle traffic realistically or to navigate a car along the most desirable route, it is thus essential to estimate the distribution of the travel time for every link of a given road network with high accuracy. Stochastic optimization can then find the optimal route that minimizes the value of a risk measure that corresponds to a particular driver's sensitivity to risk. Minimizing risk measures results in diversified choices of routes, because the risk measures and their parameters vary among drivers, depending on the individual risk sensitivities. In particular, one can satisfy the needs of drivers who want to avoid the risk of encountering large delays while allowing the increase of the expected travel-time. There is a large body of work on stochastic optimization for route search (e.g., [14] ), and recent progress in risksensitive Markov decision processes [18] allows us to find optimal routes with respect to a wide range of risk measures, including the Entropic Risk Measure [6] and Iterated Conditional Tail Expectation [8] . The optimal route is found with dynamic programming based on the distributions assigned for each link, where the value of the risk measure is computed solely from the probability density functions of travel-time.
For a real probe-car dataset acquired with Global Positioning Systems (GPS), travel time prediction is an important application of spatio-temporal data mining. In the spatial perspective, travel time can be regressed with the geographic attributes of a route, which are represented as either two-dimensional coordinates or road network structures. Representative regression methods include the k-nearest neighbor method [21] , artificial neural networks [34, 33, 37, 38] , support vector regression [5] , and Gaussian process regression [9, 10] . In the temporal perspective, travel time in future is predicted based on time-series traffic models, such as the autoregressive integrated moving average model [2, 7] and Kalman filtering [35, 36] .
One limitation in the existing data mining algorithms to fit travel-time distributions is a parametric assumption. Many regression methods use the Ordinary Least Squares principle to forecast the mean of traveltime or its logarithm, and hence fitted distributions of travel-time must be Gaussian or log-normal. Yet we find that the actual travel-time distributions are more complex than Gaussian or log-normal. For example, a small portion of extreme delays in traffic jams yields heavy-tailed or multimodal distributions.
To derive the maximum benefits of the risk-sensitive routing, this paper introduces a novel nonparametric density estimator for travel-time conditioned on each link of a road network. Nonparametric methods are computationally intensive but can have higher accuracy than the parametric methods based on Gaussian distributions, especially when large datasets are available. The new estimator works fast for large probe-car datasets and its inherent optimization is globally optimal. Our nonparametric estimator gives its travel-time distribution for any link including those in which traveltime samples are missing, based on the assumption that similar links have similar distributions about vehicle velocities. While we mainly focus on the spatial structures of travel-time distributions rather than their temporal structures, the temporal structures are partially incorporated in our experimental results because we process multiple datasets classified with time slots.
Our key ideas in the stable and fast nonparametric estimator are convex optimization algorithms of sparse mixture weights, and an approximation of the diffusion kernel on a link connectivity graph. Initially, for links having several or more samples of travel time, we separately fit probability density functions of the relative travel time, using mixtures of gamma or log-normal distributions. We refer to these probability density functions as basis density functions. In fitting the mixturetype basis density functions, we adopt convex clustering [12] that is guaranteed to converge to the global optima and is accelerated with the Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) [28] . This is in contrast to the widely-used approaches with the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithms [4, 13] that lead to local optima and run slowly. For each link having too few travel-time samples, a probability density function of its relative travel-time is given by a sparse interpolation of the fitted basis density functions, based on a similarity metric for the links. To optimize the importance weights in the sparse interpolation, we exploit a convex optimization algorithm called the Kullback-Leibler Importance Estimation Procedure (KLIEP) [27] that can also be accelerated with the SMO. The similarity metric is computed with a diffusion kernel on a graph [11] , which can incorporate similarity for pairs of links that are not directly connected. Since the number of links is typically huge in a road network, the diffusion kernel matrix needs to be sparse. To guarantee computational feasibility and using the fact that the traffic on a link only affects nearby links, we approximate the matrix exponential in the diffusion kernel with a power of the matrix. The idea of this approximation is inspired by the discretization of continuous-time Markov chains. The fast convex optimization and the sparse matrix multiplication make the nonparametric density estimation practical for large probe-car datasets.
Our nonparametric density estimator experimentally outperforms the existing parametric regression methods for all of the time slots in the probe-car dataset. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first work evaluating travel-time distributions based on nonparametric statistics for large and authentic probe-car datasets. Section 2 addresses the characteristics of our datasets and introduces the problem of density estimation with a sparse nonparametric method. The components required in our nonparametric method are described in the following sections. Section 3 introduces the fitting of the basis density functions, Section 4 handles the approximation of the diffusion kernel on a link connectivity graph, and Section 5 shows the final optimization of the importance weights. Section 6 experimentally shows our method's significant advantages of the predictive accuracy over several existing regression methods. We will conclude the paper in Section 7.
The Road Network and Probe-Car Datasets.
This section describes the characteristics of our datasets, defines the density estimation problem to be solved, and introduces the model of travel-time distributions. Section 2.1 explains how we prepared the datasets from the original probe-car trajectories measured with GPS. For the density estimation problem defined in Section 2.2, a nonparametric model of the relative traveltime distribution is introduced in Section 2.3.
The Datasets.
Our road network dataset consists of the major roads of the Greater Tokyo Area in Japan. The road network is represented as a digraph G = (V, E) whose node v ∈ V represents an intersection and whose edge (u, v) = e ∈ E represents a link from an intersection u to another intersection v. The numbers of intersections and links are |V | = 1, 183, 358 and |E| = 3, 290, 523, respectively. For every link e ∈ E, we define a standard travel-time τ (0) e by dividing its length by its legal speed limit. The standard travel-time is not the actual observation but a reference value in measuring the relative magnitude of the actual travel-time.
The original probe-car dataset includes 58,584 trajectories of taxis, where each trajectory is given as a sequence of two-dimensional GPS coordinates whose sampling intervals were 30 seconds. For each sequence of the GPS coordinates, we applied a map matching algorithm based on [16] to acquire a sequence of links and traveltime spent at each link. The total number of travel-time samples was 3, 144, 669, and the number of links having at least one travel-time sample was 187, 872. Every link-dependent travel-time observation was classified into one of the 24 hourly datasets, where the first dataset contains samples from 12 a.m. to 1 a.m., the second dataset contains those from 1 a.m. to 2 a.m., and so on.
In this paper, we process the 24 datasets separately, where the travel-time distributions are fitted and validated independently for each dataset. While one can fit time-dependent distributions by using all of the datasets, we focus on the spatial structures of the travel time distributions rather than their temporal structures. In addition, we aim to evaluate our approach for multiple datasets. Validation experiments for each time slot work effectively to show the superiority of our method to the existing methods for all of the time slots.
Here are our notations to describe the training data. An edge e ∈ E is assigned n[e](≥ 0) travel-time samples τ (1) e , τ (2) e , . . . , τ Table 1 shows the sizes of our datasets for each time slot. We have relatively many samples at midnight because people who miss the last trains tend to take taxis. Another peak at 6 p.m. is partly caused by people who finish work. Figure 1 shows the total number of travel-time samples observed in 24 hours for each link. While we have a total of 3, 144, 669 travel-time samples, many links in suburban or rural regions lack observations of their travel times. Hence efficient methods to interpolate the probability density functions are crucial in fitting.
The Problem.
Here is the problem to be solved. Let Y e be a random variable to represent the relative travel time spent by a car driving on a link e ∈ E. Our aim is to model and estimate the probability density function of Y e as f e (y) for every link e ∈ E, given the set of training samples D = {Y [e] ; e ∈ E + }. After we fit the function f e (y), the distribution of actual travel time
e Y e is easily computed by rescaling the density function f e (y). The main reason to focus on Y e instead of X e is the accuracy in interpolation. Because even the connected links have different values of the length and the speed limit, it is natural to assume that similar links have similar distributions of not the absolute travel-time but the driving velocity.
Before proceeding to mathematical modeling, we should study examples of histograms of the relative travel-time. As in Figure 2 , we confirmed that the modes of the density function f e (y) are usually between 0 and 2. Some links have widely variable distributions depending on time slots. 
Nonparametric Conditional Density
, where Φ {ϕ 0 , ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ m } is a set of basis density functions, K(e, e π [i] ) is a similarity function between the edges e and e π [i] 
T is a vector of link importance, and · T denotes the transpose. A basis density function ϕ i (·) needs to satisfy Examples of histograms of the relative travel-time, where the number of bins was automatically determined using Scott's rule [23] , and every vertical axis represents the ratio between the respective bin's and the total numbers of samples. For some links that have sufficient samples of the travel time, we can roughly infer the shapes of probability density functions without interpolation methods. The modes of the distributions are usually from 0 to 2. The distributions assigned for the link "1049171" do not widely vary among the time slots. In contrast, those assigned for the link "1539993" are more variable depending on the time slots, where the distribution around 6 p.m. has a fat tail.
the link similarity function K(·, ·) must be non-negative. Equation (2.1) resembles the nonparametric NadarayaWatson kernel regression [15, 32] except that we add link-independent weight and basis density function, λ 0 and ϕ 0 (·). The terms λ 0 and ϕ 0 (·) are introduced for defining f e (y) even when ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, K(e, e π[i] ) ≡ 0. The following three sections introduce our approaches to setting or estimating {Φ, E Φ , λ}. The formulations of the basis density functions and their estimates are discussed in Section 3. Then Section 4 introduces our method to compute the kernel function K(·, ·) for each pair of links. Finally, Section 5 describes the algorithm to optimize the vector λ given Φ and E Φ . As we show in Section 5, the optimum of the vector λ becomes sparse, and we can regard our method as a sparse nonparametric estimator.
Fitting Basis Density Functions.
The link-dependent basis density functions are fitted for links having at least two travel-time samples. Let us define sets of links E 1 {e; n[e] = 1} and E 2+ {e; n[e] ≥ 2}. Because the link-dependent basis density functions ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ m should be fitted for the links having multiple travel time samples, we set E Φ = E 2+ and m = |E 2+ |.
Since the link-independent basis function ϕ 0 is crucial for the links in E 1 , we fit the function ϕ 0 using the samples assigned for links in E 1 . The set of relative travel-time samples for fitting the function ϕ i is denoted by Y i where
otherwise .
Because the relative travel-time takes a nonnegative real value, Section 3.1 introduces parametric gamma and log-normal distributions to model the basis density functions. Despite their simplicity and stability in fitting, parametric basis density functions are not sufficiently expressive to model the travel-time distributions. For more flexible modeling, we mainly introduce nonparametric mixtures of gamma or log-normal distributions. Unlike the widely-used EM algorithms, we guarantee the global optimality in fitting by applying the convex clustering [12] . To make the convex clustering applicable for our large datasets, we apply the SMO algorithm [28] to achieve fast convergence. Details in fitting the nonparametric basis density functions are described in Section 3.2.
Parametric Density Functions.
As parametric density functions, we consider instances of distributions whose parameters are stably fitted. Since the maximum likelihood estimation of an exponential-family distribution is done with convex optimization, we first consider a gamma distribution for modeling the parametric basis density function. Let Gam(·; α, µ) be the probability density function of a gamma distribution whose shape parameter is α and whose mean is µ. The basis density function ϕ i for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m} is given as
The maximum likelihood estimator of the basis density function ϕ i can be found with a convex optimization algorithm exploiting the sufficient statistics
While we can naturally adopt the value of µ i , the shape parameter α i is given by solving a non-linear unidimensional equation
. Equation (3.3) is easily solved with the Newton-Raphson method.
Second we consider a log-normal distribution as another model of the parametric basis density function. Let LN (; ν, σ 2 ) be the probability density function of a log-normal distribution where
The location parameter ν i is given with Equation (3.2), while the scale parameter σ 2 i is given as
Equation (3.4) is an unbiased estimator of the variance for the logarithm of the relative travel-time.
Nonparametric Density Functions.
To more flexibly model the basis density functions than the aforementioned parametric approaches, we introduce a nonparametric form 
The values (α , µ ) are the parameters of the density function when ψ (y) Gam(y; α , µ ), and the values (ν , σ 2 ) are those when ψ (y) LN (y; ν , σ 2 ). Let us comment on why we adopted the equalinterval splitting in fitting fundamental density functions. Unlike the existing nonparametric methods, it is computationally infeasible to incorporate N instances of the basis density functions based on the total N samples of travel-time. To reduce the number of basis functions without losing the flexibility in modeling, randomly choosing L ( N ) instances of basis density functions is a considerable approach. To eliminate the influence of sampling noise, we rather adopt the quantile method that can reliably choose all of the required ranges in modeling the basis functions. While each fundamental density function could cover only a narrow range of the value y, we have avoided such overfitting by introducing the additional hyperparameter r. Consequently, the class of functions expressed by a linear combination of the selected fundamental density functions is still broad. In experiments, we set L = 100 that 
100(L−2)
L−1 %-, and 100%-tile of the (N−c r,N,L +1) windows, we separately fit gamma or log-normal distributions of the relative travel-time.
both achieves sufficient flexibility in modeling and reasonable computational cost in optimization.
After fitting the fundamental density functions, for each i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m}, we perform the maximumlikelihood estimation of the vector θ i as
The objective function in (3.6) is convex with respect to θ i and the optimum of θ i is sparse [12] . Hence we can compute the global and sparse optimum of the vector θ i . In the optimization (3.6), while one can use the EM algorithm introduced in [12] , we adopt an SMO algorithm introduced in [28] that runs much faster than the EM algorithm. The SMO algorithm additionally requires the similarity metric among the functions ψ 1 , . . . .ψ L . Since the output variable y is unidimensional, we give such similarity metric based on the sorting of the first moments for each fundamental density function. Since we can compute the global optima in fitting both the fundamental density functions and the mixture weights, all of the nonparametric basis density functions are stably computed in our algorithms. The bandwidth hyperparameter r is determined with a validation method explained in Section 6.
Approximating the Diffusion Kernel on the Link Connectivity Graph.
From the original digraph of road network, we design an undirected weighted graph which we call the link connectivity graph, whose adjacency matrix is given in Section 4.1. The link connectivity graph incorporates only the direct connections between links, while the basis density functions could be interpolated to one another even among indirectly connected links. For such intrinsic interpolations among indirectly connected links, we introduce a diffusion kernel on the link connectivity graph and its approximation for efficient computation, in Section 4.2.
Link Adjacency Matrix.
The link connectivity graph is designed after consideration of flows of traffic and direct connections between links. Let x v ∈ R 2 be the location of the intersection v ∈ V and ∆(e) x v − x u for e = (u, v) such that u, v ∈ V . The link connectivity graph G E is an undirected and weighted graph whose nodes are links and whose edges are connections between the links. Let us define an |E|-by-|E| matrix A = (a ij ;
Two links are connected if and only if the head of one link is the tail of another link, because we consider movement of vehicles from one link to another link. While we could connect two links that share heads or tails, physical influences between such two links are not so strong as the relationships we consider. In addition, Equation (4.7) incorporates the cosine similarity between the directional vectors of the links. When the directions of the two links are the same, the weight is one. Conversely, the weight between the links having opposite directions to each other is set zero. Such design of weights is based on the physical observation that a lane of road can be crowded while its opposite lane is not.
Diffusion Kernel and Its Approximation.
Diffusion kernel on an undirected graph [11] is a widelyused approach to compute the similarity among distant nodes of the graph. Let D be a diagonal matrix
and we compute the negative of normalized graph Laplacian matrix as
The diffusion kernel matrix is given as a matrix exponential
where I is the identity matrix, β (> 0) is a diffusion hyperparameter, and the (i, j)-th element of the matrix exp(βH) gives the similarity value between the edges e i and e j . The diffusion kernel matrix can be interpreted as a transition-probability matrix of a continuous-time Markov chain. For every row vector in H, its sum of elements is zero. Hence we can regard H as the generator matrix of a continuous-time Markov chain, and the hyperparameter β represents the time in the Markov chain.
Unfortunately, evaluating the exact value of exp(βH) is computationally infeasible. Though the generator matrix H is sparse, the matrix exp(βH) becomes dense in general. Since our generator matrix H is extremely large as 3, 290, 523-by-3, 290, 523, accurately computing and storing the elements of exp(βH) is infeasible in our computing environment.
To approximately compute the diffusion kernel matrix within feasible computational cost and memory, we instead calculate a power of the matrix. When we assume that traffic of a link only affects that of close links, the hyperparameter β should be set by a small value. Hence we compute an approximate kernel matrix
where p is a resolution hyperparameter in discretization. The (π[i], j)-th element of K (β, p) gives the link similarity K(e π [i] , e j ) in Equation (2.1). Due to the memory constraints, we set p = 8 this time, and β was chosen from{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Since the sum of each row vector of
is a transition-probability matrix of a discrete-time Markov chain, and K (β, p) is also a transition-probability matrix whose duration time is p. 
Optimizing the Link Importance Weights.
This section describes the optimization algorithm for the vector of link importance λ in Equation (2.1), after the basis functions are fitted and the approximate diffusion kernel matrix is computed. Section 5.1 introduces the optimization objective based on the KullbackLeibler Importance Estimation Procedure (KLIEP) [27] . The original KLIEP cannot be directly applied due to its computational inefficiency for our datasets. In Section 5.2, we derive an accelerated algorithm of KLIEP using the fast convex clustering algorithm first introduced in Section 3.
KLIEP in Conditional Density Estimation.
KLIEP is a convex optimization algorithm for finding the interpolation weights in nonparametric density estimation. In our problem setting, the optimization problem is given as
The objective function in (5.9) is derived as the maximization of an empirical approximation of the ratio between the link-dependent and link-independent probability density functions of the relative travel-time. For readers interested in the derivations, we recommend reading [27] .
The optimum of the vector λ becomes sparse. While one can compute the optimum with simple gradient-based methods, such naïve optimization is known to run very slowly [27] . Since the vector λ is about 30,000-dimensional in our problem, we need an accelerated algorithm in solving the optimization problem (5.9).
We here comment on why we adopted two-step optimization for the importance weights. Equation (2.1) consists of a linear combination of the basis density functions that are the linear combinations of the fundamental density functions. While we could consider a single optimization where Equation (2.1) is replaced with another equation that is solely a linear combination of the fundamental density functions, such expansion makes the computational cost very high. We need to allow the bi-linear modeling to exploit the sampling of the L fundamental density functions. Fortunately, the bi-linear modeling is still successful for the real vehicle traffic as we show in Section 6.
Accelerating KLIEP with SMO.
To accelerate the optimization, we transform Equation (5.9) into an optimization of convex clustering. Setting K(e, e 0 ) ≡ 1, we introduce a variable transformation
and a normalized density function
.
We can easily compute the values of κ i (e, y) for e ∈ E + and y ∈ Y[e], when the basis density functions ϕ 0 , ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ m and the link similarity function K(·, ·) are given. Then the optimization problem (5.9) is modified into (5.10)
where φ = (φ 0 , φ 1 , . . . , φ m ) T . Since (5.10) has the same form as the optimization problem that appears in convex clustering, we also utilize the accelerated convex clustering algorithm with SMO.
In using the SMO algorithm of [28] , we need to determine which functions {κ i (e, y)} are regarded as the neighbors of the function κ i (e, y).
Introducing a sparse vector
, we compute the neighborhood indices by computing the inner product w i T w i . The nearest neighbor computations are not required for all of the pairs {(i, i )}. We can eliminate the pairs whose inner products are zero, by caching the auxiliary variables to indicate which elements of each vector w i are positive.
Experimental Results.
The main aims in experiments are to compare our methods with parametric regression methods and to assess what types of the basis density functions provide the highest prediction performances. Section 6.1 provides the setting and how we measure the performances. Since it is not trivial how to apply the existing regression methods for our datasets, we describe the procedures of the regression methods in Section 6.2. The main results are provided in Section 6.3 where our estimator using the nonparametric basis density functions yielded the best performances. In Section 6.4, we visualize which links possess travel-time distributions that are significantly different from simple parametric distributions.
Settings of the Experiments.
For each hourly dataset, we perform 10-fold likelihood cross-validation where the entire dataset is randomly split into an 80% training dataset and a 20% test dataset in each of the 10 trials. In choosing hyperparameters, we maximize the average log-likelihood for the validation subset that is 20% of the training dataset, based on a fitted model using the remaining 80% subset of the training dataset 1 . After the optimal hyperparameters are chosen, the final model is fitted for the entire training dataset and the performance for the test dataset is evaluated.
Here are our notations to discriminate each dataset. Let f e (y) be a model fitted for the training subset D. We first choose the hyperparameters such as the diffusion parameter β and the bandwidth parameter r, by maximizing the validation log-likelihood per sample
log f e (y).
Using the optimal hyperparameters selected, we fit the final model f e (y) using the entire training dataset D.
The test-set log-likelihood per sample is given as
Our performance score is the average of Equation (6.11) among the random 10 folds, and a high score is the evidence of good performance. In our approach of evaluation, the generalization capability for the links that lack the observations of GPS trace is partly evaluated. In cross-validation, links having only a few travel-time samples are often eliminated from the training subset. Hence we perform an out-of-sample prediction for the link that has no sample but is close to some links having travel-time samples. Evaluation for the link whose neighboring links never have travel-time samples remains a future work.
Reference Methods.
As the reference regression methods, we select k-nearest neighbor regression and the Nadaraya-Watason kernel regression. In both methods we regress the logarithms of the relative traveltime, and fit log-normal distributions of travel-time. While we also tried Gaussian process regression, its costly matrix inversion and determinant evaluation were impractical for our datasets.
We implement a k-nearest neighbor regression as the simplest predictor, where the spatial structure is not based on the link connectivity but based on the Euclidean distance between the two-dimensional locations. Let us define the location of a link e = (u, v) as x(e) = 1 2 (x u + x v ), where x u , x v ∈ R 2 are introduced in Section 4.1. Let E k (e) be a set of k-nearest-neighbor links in terms of the Euclidean distance from the location x(e). The travel-time distribution for the link e is determined with the set of samples {y ∈ Y e ; e ∈ E k (e)}.
The relative travel time is modeled by a log-normal distribution f e (y) = LN (y; ν e , σ 2 e ) with
and
, where the stabilization parameters ν 0 and σ 2 0 are given in Equations (3.2) and (3.4). The hyperparameter k was chosen from {1, 2, . . . , 10}, and k = 7 was optimal in many cases.
Another reference method is the Nadaraya-Watason kernel regression that incorporates the link connectivity graph as the spatial structure but assumes a log-normal distribution for the relative travel-time. We give , where the link similarity function K(·, ·) is based on the approximate diffusion kernel whose diffusion hyperparameter β is chosen from {1, 2, . . . , 5}. Figure 4 shows the scores in the 10-fold likelihood cross-validation, where our nonparametric estimators outperformed other methods for all of the hourly datasets. In our methods, the bandwidth hyperparameter r was chosen from {1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3}, and the diffusion hyperparameter β was chosen from {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. The necessity of tuning the importance weight for each link was confirmed with the worst performances provided by the NadarayaWatson regression having uniform weights. In the parametric basis density functions, models with log-normal distributions slightly outperformed those with gamma distributions. Since the difference between the mixture of gamma distributions and that of log-normal distributions was small, we think that both of the nonparametric estimators are sufficiently flexible to model the relative travel-time for every link. We should also report an insight in the hyperparameter optimization. In many cases, the setting (r, β) = (1.5, 3) or β = 5 was optimal for the nonparametric or parametric basis density functions, respectively. The optimal interior value, as the best trade-off point between the smoothness and the flexibility, was found only with the nonparametric approaches.
Evaluation Results.

Visualization of the Special Links.
We regard that a link is special if the fitted travel-time distribution is quite different from the simple parametric distribution. For the fitted probability density function f e (y), let g e (y) be its approximation by a single parametric distribution. To compute the distance between f e (y) and g e (y), we use the Cauchy-Schwarz (CS) divergence measure [20] defined as
which is the cosine similarity between the two probability density functions. The CS divergence is zero if and only if f e (y) and g e (y) are the same, and becomes large when f e (y) and g e (y) are dissimilar. We calculate the CS divergence in case of the mixture of gamma distributions. Since every link has at most L instances of gamma distributions, we can write
where the coefficients w e1 ,. . ., w eL are computed with (2.1) and (3.5) in such a way that ∑ L =1 w e = 1. By matching the first and second moments, we set the density function g e (y) = Gam(y; α e , µ e ) with
The CS divergence is calculated as CS(f, g|e) = 1 2 log f 2 e −log f e g e + 1 2 log g 2 e , where Figure 4 : Average test-set log-likelihood for each hourly dataset based on the 10-fold cross-validation. The horizontal axis denotes the hour of a day, and the lengths of error bars are two standard deviations. The method "Euclid-kNN" is the k-nearest neighbor regression using the Euclidean distance, "Nadaraya-Watson" is the Nadaraya-Watson regression using the diffusion kernel, and methods named "CDE(·)" are our conditional density estimators. Methods using the nonparametric basis density functions, which are given as mixtures of gamma or log-normal distributions, achieved the highest prediction performances for all of the 24 datasets.
) α + αe−1 , and g 2 e = Γ(2 α e −1) α e 2 2 αe−1 Γ 2 ( α e ) µ e . Figure 5 plots the special links whose travel-time distributions are quite different from their approximates. The special links tend to be located in urban regions, because many travel-time samples are needed for fitting the probability density functions having complex shapes. The special links, however, are not concentrated in specific areas inside the urban region, because risks of encountering extreme delays also exist outside the center of Tokyo. In terms of the difference among hours, the special links in midnight are more dispersed than those in daylight hours, probably because many samples are available (see Table 1 ) and persons who missed the last trains often ride taxis for a long time.
Let us finally comment on one future scenario to exploit the visualization of the special links. In the risk-sensitive routing algorithms, the values of the risk measures such as Iterated Conditional Tail Expectation strongly depend on the particular quantiles of the travel-time distributions. Thus, when the distribution has multiple modes or a heavy tail, small variability in tuning each driver's risk-sensitivity parameter strongly affects the computed values of the risk measures and would dramatically change the chosen routes. Visualizing the complexity of the distribution is beneficial in assessing the details of the route choice.
Conclusion
This paper introduced a novel nonparametric estimator of travel-time distributions conditioned on the link of a road network. For each link, its probability density function of relative travel-time is given by interpolating basis density functions based on the sparse diffusion kernel and importance weights of the links. Each basis density function is a link-dependent mixture of link- independent fundamental density functions modeled by gamma or log-normal distributions. A fast convex clustering algorithm based on SMO and a quantile method are used in fitting the basis density functions. The sparse diffusion kernel gives a similarity between links using a power of a sparse link adjacency matrix. The optimization of the importance weights is based on KLIEP and accelerated with SMO. Because of the flexibility and the global optimality in the fitting, our nonparametric estimator outperformed the parametric regression methods for all of the datasets classified with time slots.
In future work, we will develop new data mining algorithms to estimate the risk-sensitivity parameters of vehicle drivers, using the fitted travel-time distributions in this paper. In addition, we will design more sophisticated nonparametric estimator that incorporates both the spatial and temporal structures of travel-time distributions. We currently implement time-dependent basis density functions. Another important task is evaluation for multiple probe-car datasets, including several cities in addition to Tokyo. Since the reality of the found insights depends on the accuracy of map matching, preparing multiple datasets by several map matching algorithms would provide more robust information, even when the same trajectories of probe-cars are used.
